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RECOMMENDED ROUTE FROM JOHANNESBURG 
Please note that the drive will take approximately 6 hours (+/- 500km)

Take the N4/N12 to Nelspruit. Follow the R40 from Nelspruit through White River to Hazyview. Hazyview is about 60km from 

Nelspruit. 

As you approach Hazyview there is a T-Junction. Turn left at this junction. This road will take you into Hazyview 

Town. Carry on straight through the first set of traffic lights. At the intersection with the second set of traffic lights, there will be a 

signpost that reads Paul Kruger Gate. At this signpost, turn right. This road is the R536.

After approximately 32km there are signposts for Newington Gate on the left hand side of the road and a tall wooden board with 

all the Lodges’ names on. Turn left onto this newly tarred road for approximately 8km until you come to a 4-way stop. There is a 

small inconspicuous sign post that says Sabi Sand. Turn right at the stop onto the dirt road. Follow the dirt road for about 

1.8km to where you will have Happy Homes Primary School on the right hand side. Turn left here, and follow the road for a further 

1.5km to Newington Gate. From Newington gate it’s about 17km to Ulusaba and is well signposted. The speed limit within 

the reserve is 40km/h. Please do not use a GPS as it mis-directs you.

RECOMMENDED ROUTE FROM KRUGER NATIONAL PARK (KRUGER GATE)
Please note that the drive will take approximately 1½ hours (+/-35km)

Follow the R536 to Hazyview. After approximately 8km there will be a signpost for Newington Gate where you will need to 

turn right onto a newly tarred road. Follow the road for approximately 8km until you come to a 4-way stop. There is a 

small inconspicuous sign post that says Sabi Sand. Turn right at the stop onto the dirt road. Follow the dirt road for about 

1.8km to where you will have Happy Homes Primary School on the right hand side. Turn left here, and follow the road for a 

further 1.5km to Newington Gate. From Newington gate it’s about 17km to Ulusaba and is well signposted. The 

speed limit within the reserve is 40km/h. Please do not use a GPS as it mis-directs you.

SABI SAND WILDTUIN ENTRANCE FEE

R280 vehicle entrance and R120 per passenger (subject to change). Debit and Credit Card (Visa and Mastercard) 

facilities are available at Newington Gate. The entrance fee helps ensure this rare conservation area can be 

preserved in its current form. Some of the current core projects which receive a proportion of this fee include:

• A substantial investment by the Sabi Sand Wildtuin into improving its security

operations in the immediate term to combat the unprecedented (and rising) level

of rhino poaching. Security in  general will also be enhanced on the reserve

• The improvement and maintenance of the reserve’s perimeter fence

to minimise potential for human-wildlife conflict

ULUSABA SELF DRIVE DIRECTIONS 

MADILIKA COMMUNITY PROJECT

On your way to Ulusaba why not stop by 

Madilika community project, located 100 

metres outside of Newington Gate. Madilika 

offers an array of locally made South African 

products and is a great chance to interact with 

the local community. If you would like to find 

out more information please contact our 

reservations team.

Unfortunately Google Maps does not display the exact location for Ulusaba so please 

do follow the instructions above or you might end up at the wrong watering hole!

SHOULD YOU NEED ANY FURTHER 
INFORMATION PLEASE GIVE US A CALL: 

Ulusaba Airstrip: Ulusaba Reception:

+27 (0)71 870 8764 +27 (0)13 735 5460




